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where re,.oexcl'tation by collision is minimized, it is possible that .all .. ·· · . generated by heating a. mixture ·of Lameta.l·and La.
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Sufficient optical densit;v-for an absorpt·ion spectrum could be obtained by multiple reflections across the beam, but an equivalent result is obtained more simply by observation of the fluorescent spectrum due to a ..
' . ··-· . :> ·. single pass of the light beam, using filters to. insure that the fluorescence . ~ · ... , ·;
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is not due to excitation by shorter wavelengths. The fluorescent light .
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as the molecular beam, same excitation from this SO'Urce is always present ..
but is small compared to' excitation by the lamp as long as the lamp is This method should. prove useful for many other high temperature .·:· -.; .. ,~·: ·; .··, ... .'· . ·'' . ;
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